
 Brand the Hockey Capital Hamburg!  

1/5 tiger, crown, 3 persons

 

 ID: 43439. Last updated: 25.03.2015  

Solution

I leave three ideos one representing
the strength and courage of a tiger
and the other , a crown is a symbol
of victory and superiority , finally
the three " HHH " intertwined
simulating three people at hand ,
representing teamwork and
solidarity
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What is the focus or core idea of your design?

I think that if , as it represents minimalist and professional dynamism and power of sport , with
respects to the elements are well located in a nice way with this deal that the idea is direct
design, why choose not saturate with many elements . Thus the result I consider that the design
does not have much or little, I think that balances the context generated.
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Will your logo make players feel proud wearing it?

I think that if , as it represents minimalist and professional dynamism and power of sport , with
respects to the elements are well located in a nice way with this deal that the idea is direct
design, why choose not saturate with many elements . Thus the result I consider that the design
does not have much or little, I think that balances the context generated.
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Will your design also drum up enthusiasm amongst passionate hockey fans as well as
sponsors?

si, ya que los colores y elementos estan ubicados de una manera juvenil y dinamica
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Creative's profile

Luis Majano
Diseñador Grafico
Comayaguela, Honduras
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